Our Premier Access Program is a unique new way for Ignite customers to take advantage of other top enterprise applications and application development platforms. What’s particularly exciting about this program is that licenses are absolutely FREE for organizations that are active on Ignite Global Support. Get more from your existing dollars with this unique and valuable program and maximize your relationship with Ignite Technologies.

Check out what is included in Premier Access:

- **Ignite Media Portal Standard Edition**: Take advantage of the SaaS version of our leadership communications tool
- **NuView Core HRMS Standard Edition**: Manage your HR data faster by utilizing the core modules in our Human Capital Management product
- **Acorn Performance Analyzer 5G Standard Edition**: Enjoy on-premise access to our profitability and cost management solution
- **Gensym G2 Standard Edition**: Expertly create and run process and production control applications
- **ObjectStore Standard Edition**: Experience the leading in-memory database system for advanced data management

Get More from Ignite. Absolutely Free.

Contact Us.
success@ignitetech.com

Note: All products utilized through this program will receive Gold level support.
Leaders communicate their organizational goals and objectives both internally and externally through many mediums. At Ignite, we believe direct video messaging is a method that resonates with all intended audiences and can empower entire organizations. Our solution allows for secure and cost effective knowledge sharing by delivering dynamic content on demand to employees, customers, and partners across the globe.

Ignite's web-based Media Portal allows your audience to securely share, rate, comment and subscribe to content, encouraging interaction and collaboration among employees, partners and customers. Ignite's default user interfaces let you maintain complete control over who can upload content as well as access.

Uniting key social media features provides the same engaging viewing experience that today's employees have come to expect from other social media sites. Its secure, web-based portal can be fully branded for your company and used to deliver any type of content to any device.

Benefits and Features:
- Securely share the right content with the right people
- Accessible from any device
- Adaptive playback for optimal viewing experience
- Social features let you rate, comment, and subscribe to content
- Extensive reporting captures all relevant statistics, such as view rates and most popular
- Customized branding with your company’s logo and colors

Share, Interact and Collaborate Securely.

Note: Implementation fees and timing vary by project. Additional terms and conditions may apply.
Speed in managing HR data is the key to success. Organizations desperately try to reduce precious time spent on tracking and managing this data. Eliminating administrative tasks and standardizing processes drives efficiency and allows for the execution of business strategies.

Ignite’s NuView Core HRMS is an integrated product suite that helps organizations effectively boost productivity, streamline workflow, and align HR programs and initiatives on a platform that is easily adaptable for your business needs. Provide a positive impact to the bottom line through the implementation of best practices, automation of key processes, advanced workflows, and more strategic decisions based on better enterprise wide reporting and analysis available through a single global HR system.

**Ignite’s NuView Core HRMS Functionality Includes:**

- HR and Benefits Administration
- Succession Management
- HR Reporting and Metrics
- Notifications and Workflows
- Training Administration
- Affordable Care Act (ACA) Functionality
- Employee and Manager Self-Service

**Spotlight On: Affordable Care Act (ACA) Functionality:**

When the Affordable Care Act went into effect, life became more complicated for your HR staff. Our Affordable Care Act (ACA) feature simplifies things by providing a variety of functionality including calculations of eligibility and validation coverage to filling out and filing required ACA forms. Our ACA feature is built directly into the application as part of the interface creating a seamless environment.

Comprehensive, Engaging and Flexible.

Note: Implementation fees and timing vary by project. Additional terms and conditions may apply.
Combine process modeling, data integration, calculation engine, and reporting into a complete solution for guiding a more profitable business. The forward-looking Acorn Performance Analyzer solution enables enterprise-wide measurement of every aspect of revenues, costs, net profit, resource capacity and utilization across an unlimited number of business dimensions. Business users have the ability to perform comprehensive costing calculations and modeling to gain a deeper understanding of profitability while eliminating inefficient and error-prone manual costing activities in data collection, calculation, and analysis.

**Key Features:**

- Flexible business modeling
- Open integration to any data source
- Unlimited business dimensions customer, product, vendor)
- Single, unified model - not multiple applications or models
- Only unified solution to perform transaction level calculations at scale
- True support of Time-Driven Activity Based Costing
- Multiple model versions, scenarios and time periods
- Simple yet robust multidimensional
- OLAP cube creation
- Standard and advanced client-defined reporting and analytics
- Business user-centric interface
- Enterprise class security, trace back and audit
- Rapid time to deployment based on methodology
- Limited IT administration required

Ignite’s Acorn Performance Analyzer 5G integrates into any environment. Our applications are based on open standards and leverage the capabilities of Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) and Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) to get the required data into your model and back out; whatever your requirements, whatever disparate systems, whether vendor or homegrown.

**Drive Better Business Decisions.**

*Note: Implementation fees and timing vary by project. Additional terms and conditions may apply.*
Ignite Technologies is pleased to be able to offer Gensym’s G2 Standard Edition as part of our Premier Access Program through our partnership with Gensym Corporation.

Create, deploy and adapt real-time, rule-driven, mission-critical expert applications that automate decision making in telecommunications, finance, government, military, manufacturing, utilities, and transportation. Gensym’s G2 is proven in the world’s largest enterprises that require 24x7 uptime in true mission-critical production installations. With G2, builders of rule-driven, mission-critical applications work more productively, minimize their project delivery risks, and increase their success in building long-lasting systems.

**Developers building applications with G2 Standard derive benefit from key features and functions:**

- Real-time reasoning for time-critical decisions
- Natural language rule definition
- Graphical coordination of business processes and workflows
- Updating in run mode to immediately adapt logic
- Mission-critical reliability
- Object modeling for understandability and reusability
- Rapid prototyping to involve and engage end users
- Unified modeling, simulation, and deployment platform for greater productivity
- Task priority scheduling
- Combine process modeling, data integration, calculation engine, and reporting into one solution

Linking your G2 applications with external systems and sources is easy too. G2 is designed for integration with all on-line, real-time data. G2 has high performance, off-the-shelf adapters and communications interfaces for bidirectional links to databases, enterprise systems, control systems, supervisory systems, network management platforms, custom applications, and other systems.

**Be an Expert Builder of Expert Systems.**

Note: Adapters and communication interfaces may have additional fees. Additional terms and conditions may apply.
Ignite’s ObjectStore Standard Edition is an object-oriented database management system for applications that demand reliable, transactional, object persistence and real-time data caching. It is the leading in-memory database for applications that demand high-performance, extreme scalability and real-time responsiveness.

What’s Inside?
- **Advanced Technology**: Instant access, rapid change management and lag free responsiveness for serious data volume
- **Versatility**: Extremely flexible C++ and Java programming models
- **Cloud-friendliness**: Scalable, “anywhere access” for your data
- **Object Orientation**: Powerful OODMS to blow through the constraints of relational database systems

Key Features:
- Stores relationship-centric models that power high performance data processing, analytics, and ACID transactions.
- Dramatically reduce query latency for thousands of users.
- Leverages in-memory caching and fast event data capture.
- Enables developers to build custom, highly tuned data structures that make big data stores more usable and valuable.
- Enterprise monitoring API that allows you to collect, store and analyze internal counters.
- Embedded installer makes it easier for end-users and distributors to install client applications.
- Full readable stack trace on occurrence of a fatal error.
- Automatic index management ensures that indexes on Java collections are always in sync.

Extreme Scalability.
Real-Time Responsiveness.

Note: Additional terms and conditions may apply.